The problem of automated crowd segmentation and counting has garnered significant interest in the field of video surveillance. This paper proposes a novel scene invariant crowd segmentation and counting algorithm designed with high accuracy yet low computational complexity in mind, which is key for widespread industrial adoption. A novel low-complexity, scale-normalized feature called Histogram of Moving Gradients (HoMG) is introduced for highly effective spatiotemporal representation of individuals and crowds within a video. Real-time crowd segmentation is achieved via boosted cascade of weak classifiers based on sliding-window HoMG features, while linear SVM regression of crowd-region HoMG features is employed for real-time crowd counting. Experimental results using multicamera crowd datasets show that the proposed algorithm significantly outperform state-of-the-art crowd counting algorithms, as well as achieve very promising crowd segmentation results, thus demonstrating the efficacy of the proposed method for highly-accurate, real-time video-driven crowd analysis.
Introduction
Given the ever-increasing demands for video-driven monitoring of busy public spaces, there has been significant interest in determining the presence and distributions of crowds of people in an automated fashion. Such automated monitoring and analysis of crowds has numerous applications ranging from analyzing crowd congestion patterns and customer attention behaviour, to detecting long queues, unsafe crowding or even mass panic. In particular, the crowd segmentation and counting problem involves the localization of crowds of people within a scene, and estimating the number of individuals within such crowds. Tackling this problem is particularly important for busy scenes, where detecting and tracking individuals in the video can be both computationally expensive and unreliable.
This ever-growing interest in automated crowd analysis has prompted researchers to propose a variety of methods for video-driven crowd segmentation and counting [16, 17, 20, 22, 29, 4, 6, 13, 28] , with a recent survey on state-ofthe-art methods found in [25] . However, widespread industrial adoption of automated crowd segmentation and counting requires a simple, low-cost, highly-scalable deployment process, which is difficult to achieve using existing methods. Most existing methods require expensive, manuallyannotated training data for each camera view, many sceneinvariant methods are not designed for crowd counting (e.g. [20, 16] ), and even methods that can perform per-camera training over a period of time ( [29, 17] ) significantly complicate large-scale deployment given the need to adopt to different camera settings and views. Ryan et al. [23, 24, 22] have proposed scene-invariant approaches that do not require per-camera annotation or training, which is very important for large-scale deployment since the camera views of different cameras can be significantly varied.
In this paper, we propose a novel method for sceneinvariant crowd segmentation and counting. The proposed method centers around a novel, scale-normalized feature called Histogram of Moving Gradients (HoMG) that is designed to represent crowds with high accuracy yet low computational complexity. We show that our method significantly improves on the state-of-the-art for the seven videos tested in [22] and introduce an expanded set of annotated videos for testing. While most crowd counting methods that rely on the camera's position relative to the ground plane to weight features in the regression to account for significant variations in the projected size of a person between the near and far range of most surveillance scenes, the proposed method accounts for scale adaptively, which is important as it is widely-recognized that features should be extracted in relation to the scale of the object to be detected (e.g., [7] ).
Methodology
An overview of the proposed crowd segmentation and counting method is shown in Fig. 1 . First, scale-normalized moving gradients are obtained to facilitate the computation of HoMG features (Section 2.1). Based on the obtained moving gradients, sliding-window HoMG features are computed and classified to obtain crowd segments (Section 2.2). Finally, using both the crowd segmentation results and the scale normalized moving gradients, crowd-region HoMG features are computed and used by a linear regressor to obtain the crowd count (Section 2.3).
Histogram of Moving Gradients (HoMG)
We introduce the concept of histogram of moving gradients (HoMG) a single, powerful, yet low-complexity, scalenormalized feature descriptor used for both crowd segmentation and counting. We will show that sliding-window HoMG features can be used for crowd segmentation in an effective and efficient manner. Furthermore, we show that the cumulative scale-normalized moving gradient magnitude in crowd regions is linearly related to the number of people in the frame, thus leading to crowd-region HoMG features that can be easily used to obtain the crowd count.
Scale Normalization
A general approach to scale normalization is to compute the feature descriptors at a fixed scale. For example, in SIFT [18] , descriptors are computed at a fixed window size based on the scale of the detected key points. Since our interests lie in crowd detection, we instead compute HoMG feature descriptors at a fixed scale relative to person size. Therefore, in this work, the goal is to re-scale the expected person size windows at all locations in the image such that the width of the person is w p pixels wide.
The scale normalization process here is driven by the notion that while the general shape of people is the same, there can be significant clothing variations. As such, it is important to fix the scale such that it is small enough that clothing details are removed, yet large enough that the general shape of individuals are preserved. Motivated by this, we leverage the camera calibration model, with the assumption that the person height and width per row is constant 1 , and de-1 while this assumption may not be very accurate due to lens distor- compose the image into overlapping strips (Fig. 2) of height W h (r), where W h (r) is the height of a person at row r.
Based on the calibration model, a person within each strip will have an average person width of W w (r) pixels. Therefore, each strip is re-scaled by s such that the average person width becomes w p pixels (i.e., s = wp Ww(r) ). The resulting scale-normalized frame S is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Furthermore, based on the calibration model, any locations in the scene where the person size is less than w s pixels in width (in the original video resolution) will not be analyzed.
Moving Gradients
A key observation when incorporating temporal information for crowd analysis is that a person, even if they are waiting at a location, is never perfectly stationary over a period of time. Such slight motions can cause problems for standard background subtraction techniques [26] , as parts of the person will become background while other parts are treated as foreground, thus leading to unreliable crowd segmentation. To mitigate such issues, we identify moving gradients instead, allowing us to capture the outlines of individuals who are standing at a single location but exhibit slight motions.
For a given scale-normalized frame S, we wish to identify its moving gradients, which essentially characterize the edges of moving foreground objects. There are a number of approaches to computing moving gradients such as background modeling followed by edge detection, background modeling on the edge image, frame differencing, etc. For the purposes of this paper, we chose to compute moving gradients based on frame differencing in the Sobel [14] gradient domain as it is computationally efficient and allows us direct control of the temporal window to be considered.
Given an input video, we represent a scale-normalized grayscale strip at time t as S t ∈ S, where t = 0 refers the current strip and t = −a refers to the strip a seconds ago. Furthermore, we define the Sobel [14] gradient of strip S t as E t = (E Figure 3: The moving gradient is obtained as the truncated median gradient between the current frame and a set consisting of the past frame and l past keyframes. The closest previous keyframe (a1) can be up to K seconds from the current frame.
component and E y is the vertical gradient component. The moving gradient, E, of a strip on the current frame S 0 is defined as the truncated median gradient between S 0 and a set A, consisting of the past frame (a 0 ) and l past keyframes (a 1 , . . . , a l ) ( Fig. 3 ):
where T 1 and T 2 are thresholds on gradient magnitude to minimize the effects of very strong or very weak gradient magnitudes, and A = {−a 0 , −a 1 , . . . , −a l } is the temporal scale of the moving gradient. Eq. 3 effectively detects edges on the current strip not present in the strip a seconds ago. The moving gradient magnitude E is given by Eq. 1, while the orientation O is obtained as
where E 0 denotes the Sobel gradient of the current frame, and N represents the number of discretized orientation bins.
To allow for immediate reporting of crowd information when the algorithm is first started, we allow A to be small (i.e. A = {−a 0 }) and then grow to the full size A = {−a 0 , −a 1 , . . . , −a l }. As such, at least a 0 seconds of video is needed before reporting crowd statistics.
We only leverage a set consisting of the past frame (a 0 ) and past l keyframes (a 0 , . . . , a l ) in Eq. 2 rather than a large set of past frames (Fig. 3) . Hence, only l + 1 frames are need to be kept in memory and thus significantly reducing memory overhead. 
Histogram Construction
Based on the moving gradient magnitude E and the moving gradient orientation O, the histogram of moving gradients (HoMG) within a window of interest W is defined as
Crowd Segmentation
For crowd segmentation, we wish to detect the region occupied by crowds on each scale-normalized strip S k in S. This is accomplished using a sliding-window approach (Fig. 4) , with the window spanning the height of the strip and has a width of 1.25w p pixels, where w p is the width of the person as defined in Section 2.1.1.
Sliding-window HoMG
Given a sliding window of interest, a single 1 × 1.25w p HoMG block is used as defined in Fig. 4 . The HoMG representation of the block is denoted by h g θ , where θ is the discretized moving gradient orientations and g is the cells in the HoMG block. Furthermore, we compute the total moving gradient (MG) magnitude within each of the cell as s g = θ h g θ . Finally, the total moving gradient (MG) magnitudes within the entire window of interest t is also computed. The HoMG block, MG magnitudes within the cells, and the MG magnitude within the entire windows are concatenated to form the crowd detection feature f .
where g is the cells in the HoMG block and θ is the discretized moving gradient orientations. In this work, we use 8 moving gradient orientations and 1 × 1.25w p = 1 × 10 cells in the HoMG block; as a result, the crowd segmentation feature vector f is of dimensions 1 × 91. While all strips are scale-normalized to obtain constant person width, the person height (i.e., height of the strip) may still vary within an image due to perspective effects. As a result, we account for height by normalizing our feature vector f (6) by the height of the strip. 
Classification
Given the computed feature vector, the next step is to classify whether the window of interest is crowd or non-crowd. While there are numerous classification algorithms that can be used, our primary goal is to achieve a real-time algorithm and as such a boosted cascade of weak classifiers [27] is used in this work for its low computational complexity at run time. Specifically, the AdaBoost [12] algorithm is used to obtain 100 boosted weak classifiers, where each weak classifier is a decision tree [8] with three decision nodes.
For training, the positive samples centred around each annotated head location were used, with the negative samples obtained from unannotated areas. Since the negative space is much larger than the positive space, we employ the negative mining technique of [11] .
Segmentation
The boosted weak classifier is used to classify each sliding window on each strip as crowd or non-crowd with a confidence score. Each sliding window W s in the strip S k has a corresponding window W in the original-resolution video frame. The scores are accumulated at the original video frame resolution using the correspondence window W . The accumulated score image C is thresholded to obtain the crowd segmentation imageĈ (Fig. 5 ).
Crowd Counting
Here, we employ a linear regression approach to crowd counting using HoMG. We assume that the cumulative scale-normalized moving gradient magnitudes in the crowd segments are linearly related to the number of people in the video frame. While this is not strictly true due to occlusions and camera angles, we will show that this approach works very well in comparison to state-of-the-art.
Crowd-region HoMG
Based on the aforementioned linear relationship assumption, we introduce a cumulative HoMG for the crowd counting feature R, where only one histogram bin is used (i.e., moving gradient orientation is ignored):
where S k ∈ S are all the scale-normalized strips in the frame, h k is the height of the k th strip after scale normalization, p ∈ S k are all the pixels in stripe S k , E(p) is the moving edge magnitude at pixel p, and δ(p) = {0, 1} is the crowd detection result at pixel p. This results in a single one-dimensional feature which is proportional to the number of people in the frame.
Regression
We use linear SVR [5] as our regression method. Linear SVR was chosen for two reasons: i) its robust nature when fitting a line to the data, and ii) low computation complexity at run time. Furthermore, our assumption is that there is a linear relationship between moving gradient magnitude and the number of people in the video frame; as such it goes to reason that when the moving gradient magnitude approaches zero, the number of people in the frame approaches zero. As a result, we assume the bias term in our linear SVR model is zero.
Evaluation Setup
To quantitatively evaluate the proposed crowd segmentation and counting method, which we will refer to as HoMG, we introduce a new multi-camera dataset, which has almost double the number of camera views as previously-used datasets, which is described below. Furthermore, competing methods used for evaluation as well as evaluation metrics used are also described below.
Dataset
Several crowd detection datasets are available in the literature [19, 22] . However, they employ various different mechanisms for annotation, such as using the heads of people [19] and the centers of people [22] , making them difficult to evaluate as a common benchmark. Furthermore, there are also different datasets used for evaluating tracking [3] and video surveillance [15] which could be used but are not designed for crowd analysis evaluation. Motivated to create a unified benchmark dataset for evaluating crowd analysis, we introduce a new dataset for scene-invariant crowd counting which brings together existing crowd detection datasets [19, 22] , tracking datasets [3] as well as a number of new videos, all with a consistent annotation format. Furthermore, for each camera view, we provide coarse camera calibration information as discussed in Section 3.4.
The proposed dataset has 13 different camera views (Fig. 6 ). Cameras 1, 2 and 3 are the new video datasets being introduced by this paper for the first time. Camera 4 is the Mall dataset introduced in [19] . Camera 5 is the City Center dataset [3] which have been used for visual tracking problems. Camera 6 was selected from i-LIDS video datasets [15] . Finally, cameras 7-13 are PETS and QUT video datasets used by Ryan et al. [22] . A subset of the dataset which only includes camera views 7-13 are also used to analyze the proposed HoMG method to facilitate for direct comparisons to published results [22] .
The training and testing procedure are done based on a leave-one-out framework (same as [22] ) where one camera view is assigned as the testing view, while the tested methods are trained with the remaining camera views. Since each camera view has a different number of annotated frames, data balancing is required during training to ensure equal weight are assigned to all camera views. As a result, only the first 50 annotated frames from each camera view are used for training.
Competing Methods
The proposed HoMG method is compared quantitatively with two state-of-the-art frameworks:
Single Camera Crowd Counting (S3C) Several types of features including segments, edges, GLCM, and LBP are extracted from video sequence, and a kernel ridge regression (KRR) [19] is utilized to estimate the crowd count of the scene. This method originally was used in the situation when training and test videos are from the same camera view. However, this method is compared here in a scene-invariant scenario. Scene Invariant Multi Camera Crowd Counting (SIM3C) This method [22] is the state-of-the-art approach in scene invariant crowd counting that doesn't require any adaptation to the camera view being tested. SIM3C obtains several types of features including size, shape, edge, and keypoints extracted using SURF [2] , and feeds these features into a non-linear Gaussian process regression framework to estimate the crowd count.
Evaluation Metric
Crowd counting performance is evaluated using three different quantitative metrics: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [19] , Mean Square Error (MSE) [19] and Mean Deviation Error (MDE) [6] .
|yn −ŷn| yn (10) where N represents the number of testing frames, and y n andŷ n denote the actual count and the estimated count of frame n, respectively. Crowd segmentation performance is evaluated using precision-recall curves (as a function of threshold on C) and average precision (AP) as defined by the PASCAL Segmentation challenge [9] . The ground truth segmentation is obtained based on the ground-truth head annotation of the dataset and the provided coarse camera calibration, where a binary mask is created by placing a rectangle of an average person size at each head locations.
Algorithm Setup
As with other crowd counting methods [22, 19] , a camera calibration model is needed for our HoMG method. In [19] , a very simple perspective model is used which does not account for the non-linear behaviour of perspective models. In [22] , a full calibration model is used; however, this is often unavailable in industry surveillance applications. Therefore, we instead employ a model currently employed in industry that acts as a compromise between [19] and [22] . Here, we use the interactive camera calibration model used commercially in the Aimetis Symphony [1] surveillance software package, where an approximate calibration model is obtained by having the users select calibration parameters that matches the model's estimated person sizes to the person sizes in the video.
Using this calibration model, we set the scaled person width (w p ), from Section 2.1.1 to w p = 8 pixels. We select 8 pixels as a value small enough to detect crowds far from camera but at the same time is large enough to learn features to describe individuals and crowds.
Similar to [22, 19] , which requires parameters for background subtraction algorithms used to obtain moving blobs, the HoMG algorithm requires the temporal scale A = {1, K, 2K, . . . , lK} (Section 2.1.2) to be defined for computing HoMG features. A temporal scale of 120 seconds was used to determine moving gradients, where keyframes are set 30 seconds apart (i.e., l = 4 and K = 30). The scale of 120 seconds was chosen as it is long enough to ensure people who exhibit slight motions be identified, while still being computationally tractable. Figure 7 : The precision-recall curves (PRC) and average precision (AP) for leave-one-out crowd segmentation test using HoMG.
For crowd segmentation (Section 2.2.2), we use the AdaBoost classifier implemented in Matlab [21] , with a 3-node decision tree as the weak classifier. All other learning parameters were left to the default values. For crowd counting (Section 2.3.2), we use the LIBLINEAR [10] implementation of linear SVR with default learning parameters.
Crowd Segmentation Results
The precision-recall curves (PRC) and average precision (AP) numbers for the leave-one-out testing on all 13 camera views are presented in Fig. 7 . Overall on the 13 camera views, HoMG achieved an average AP of 0.690.
From Fig. 7 , it can be observed that the PRC for Camera 9 looks odd in comparison to that for the rest of the camera views. The reason for this anomaly is that in the evaluation process, crowd segments were computed in the full frame and then a mask indicating the region of interest is applied (same masks used in [22] ). In this particular camera view (Fig. 8, lower right) an individual is partially inside the mask but is not part of the ground-truth annotation. As a result, HoMG picks up the part of the person in the mask of interest which is considered a false positive, leading to a lowered precision value. However, the AP results are not affected by this as the PRC is assumed to be monotonically decreasing when computing AP [9] .
Example crowd segmentation results are shown in Fig. 8 illustrating HoMG method's ability to detect both individuals and groups. Furthermore, background motion from lighting and background objects like escalators are ignored unless a person is found in the area, which is important for reliable crowd analysis.
Crowd Counting Results
Performance analysis of HoMG for crowd counting is carried out on the new 13 camera view dataset (Section 5.1). Furthermore, to allow for direction comparison with stateof-the-art [22] , HoMG is also tested on a 7 Camera subset of the dataset (Section 5.2), which contains only the camera views used by [22] .
Full Dataset
The crowd counting results are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 9 . The proposed HoMG method achieved relatively low average error across all camera views with respect to both MSE and MAE. In comparison to S3C, which is a baseline comparison, HoMG achieves almost four times lower MAE rate and over twelve times lower ASE rate. However, as previously stated in Section 3.2, S3C was not originally designed as a scene invariant approach; nevertheless, we treat it as such because it does have a very coarse perspective normalization.
To illustrate that the crowd-region HoMG feature is linearly related to the people count, we plot the crowd-region HoMG feature vs number of people in the frame in Fig. 10 . The 13 regression lines (Fig. 10b) -obtained from leaveone-out testing -are almost identical, indicating this is a highly-effective and consistent scene-invariant feature. The average slope of the 13 lines is 3.5E-3 with a standard deviation of 9.9E-5. However, even with this small deviation in the fitted line there are two outliers, which we take a closer look in Fig. 11 . From Fig. 11 we can see that for Camera 1 there is a fairly consistent over-estimation of the people count, while there is an under-estimation of the people count in Camera 4.
On closer examination of Camera 1, we find that the store front glass displays are acting as a mirror (Fig. 11) , reflecting people as they walk by. The reflections are classified as crowd regions by HoMG and are thus included in our regression estimation, resulting in an over-estimation of the people count.
On closer examination of Camera 4 we find that there are missed detections due to people sitting down and only their heads being visible (Fig. 11) . Seated people are very stationary for long periods of time, and as such our moving gradient based approach to crowd segmentation will tend Table 2 : Crowd counting results on 7 Camera subset used in [22] .
to miss them. Our HoMG block for crowd segmentation covers a person's torso (Fig. 4 ) and as such when only an individual's head is visible, HoMG will not be as effective.
Comparison to State-Of-The-Art (7 Cameras)
We compare HoMG to the state-of-the-art results reported by Ryan et al. [22] (SIM3C) on the same 7 Camera views used by Ryan et al. For a fair comparison, we train both the proposed crowd segmentation and regression methods only on the 7 Camera views used in SIM3C [22] . The results of the crowd counting are shown in Table 2 .
HoMG, on average, achieved 1.5 times lower MAE and 2.25 times lower MSE than SIM3C. This result is achieved even though we use a single feature (HoMG) in comparison to SIM3C which use multiple features such as moving blob shape features, edge features, and key point descriptors. However, HoMG exhibited a 1.4 times higher MDE than SIM3C, due to the variation of data from the line fit seen in Fig. 10a , especially when the number of people in the frame is low.
Timing Analysis
The proposed HoMG approach was implemented using C++ and the average processing times was computed for each of the 13 Camera views using the original video resolution. Using an Intel Core i7-2720QM processor at 2.2GHz, it takes on average 18ms to process a frame. This is equivalent to over 50 frames per second (FPS) in terms of processing capabilities, thus allowing for real-time crowd analysis. Further hardware specific optimization, such as SSE optimization, can yield even faster run times.
Importance of Scale Normalization
In computing scale-normalized HoMG (Fig. 1) , each section of the input frame is normalized relative to person size obtained from camera calibration prior to computing moving gradients. This approach is similar to that of sliding-window based object detection algorithms [11] . However, in most crowd counting literature [19, 22] the features, including edge based features, are computed on This causes an over-estimation of crowd size in Camera 1 and an under-estimation in Camera 4. The over-estimation is due to edge contributions of people's reflections in the store windows and the under-estimation is due to missed detection of seated individuals. the original frame. To study the effect of computing features on original-resolution videos vs. scale-normalized representaions, we propose a slight modification to the proposed HoMG computation. As shown in Fig. 12 , we modify the HoMG computation algorithm by computing the moving gradients on the original-resolution frame prior to scale normalizing the moving gradients relative to person size obtained from camera calibration.
In our modified HoMG computation approach, moving gradients are effectively computed at different scales due to perspective effects in the image. As a result, we expect inconsistent moving gradient information during regression. In fact, this is what occurs as can be seen in Fig. 13 where we plot the modified crowd-region HoMG feature vs. people count for all 13 camera views. Unlike the original plot Fig. 10b , when scale normalization isn't performed before moving gradient computation (Fig. 13) we find that the modified crowd-region HoMG feature is no longer linearly related to the number of people in the scene.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel, low-complexity scale-normalized histogram of moving gradients (HoMG) feature is introduced for robust and fast scene-invariant crowd segmentation and counting. Experimental results using existing multi-camera datasets demonstrate that the proposed crowd counting method using HoMG can outperform state-of-theart approaches. Furthermore, we also introduce an expanded dataset with 13 camera views with much greater change in camera angles to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method for both crowd segmentation and counting. Based on the existing and expanded datasets, we show that the proposed method using HoMG facilitates for robust, real-time crowd analysis, which is important for widespread industrial adoption.
